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Double Wall Paper Cup Sleeve Machine 

Yongbo Machinery®  is a leading China Double 

Wall Paper Cup Sleeve Machine manufacturer, 

supplier and exporter. Adhering to the pursuit of 

perfect quality of products, so that our Double Wall 

Paper Cup Sleeve Machine have been satisfied by 

many customers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Yongbo Machinery Double Wall Paper Cup Sleeve Machine 

Introduction 

This Yongbo Machinery®  Disposable paper cup machine is the new design adds a bottom 

heating system more than the old design which make the paper cup sealing effect is more 

better. This model is equipped with 10 Cup molds, which operates faster than the old 8 

Cup molds.The steel plate presses the bottom paper to make the paper feeding more 

stablyand smoothly.Two cooling fans, two fans can make the paper fan cooling faster, 

make the cup fan better sealing. 

 
 

Yongbo Machinery Double Wall Paper Cup Sleeve Machine 

Parameter (Specification) 

Model Paper Cup Outsourcing Machine 

Paper Cup Size 5oz~16oz; 20oz~50oz (Change Mold) 

Raw Materials Coated Paper, Varnished White Cardboard, Kraft Paper, Etc. 

Paper Weight 170-450gsm (Recommended 250-300gsm) 

Speed 40-50 Beats Per Minute 

Power 4 KW 

Voltage 50/60HZ, 380V/220V (Preferably Use 380V, 3-Phase) Or Special Power Requirements. 

Net Weight 1000Kg 

Gross Weight 1100Kg 

Package Size 2500 X 1250 X 2000 Mm 
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Yongbo Machinery Double Wall Paper Cup Sleeve Machine 

Feature And Application 
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This Disposable paper cup machine adopts a fully enclosed structure, waste and dust are 

not easy to fall into the inside of the machine, and the inside of the machine can be kept 

clean and tidy, thus ensuring the fast operation of the mechanical transmission. 

This Disposable paper cup machine production speed is high, up to 80-90 pieces per 

minute, and it can run stably at 85 pieces, and the cost performance is higher than that of 

similar products. 

This Disposable paper cup machine open cam is used for the indexing of the aluminum 

plate, which is more convenient and simpler to maintain and lubricate than the closed 

divider. The transmission parts in the machine have large space, easy to operate and 

maintain, and are superior to similar products on the market in all aspects. Similar models. 

 
Yongbo Machinery Disposable paper cup machine Details 

 
 

 

Disposable paper cup machine It has over-cup detection, cup-tube forming detection, and 

automatic shutdown alarm for faults. The process flow of the equipment is as follows: 

suction sheet→cup tube bonding→upper cup tube→upper cup bottom→preheating 

1→preheating 2→bottom folding→knurling→hemming→lower cup→rewinding 
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